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Shallow donor state of hydrogen in indium nitride
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The nature of the electron states associated with hydrogen in InN has been inferred by studying the
behavior of positive muons, which mimic protons when implanted into semiconductors. The muons
capture electrons below 60 K, forming paramagnetic centers with a binding energy of about 12 meV.
Together with an exceedingly small muon-electron hyperfine constant indicative of a highly
delocalized electron wave function, the results confirm the recently predicted shallow-donor
properties of hydrogen in InN. ©2003 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1539547#
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The role of hydrogen has been crucial to the devel
ment of nitride semiconductors for device applications a
remains a key issue in material deposition and dopin1

Whether present inadvertently or added deliberately, the
fect of hydrogen on electronic properties is nearly alwa
significant. Most widely known is its propensity to pair wit
and passivate other impurities and defects, making isola
defect centers formed by interstitial hydrogen exceedin
difficult to study spectroscopically. Muon implantation is
convenient way of simulating the presence of hydrogen
has proven to be a valuable means of identifying the crys
lographic sites and electronic structures of hydrogen de
centers in semiconductors. We refer here specifically to p
tive muons which, when implanted into nonmetals at lo
temperatures, can pick up and retain electrons to form m
nium, Mu5@m1e2#, effectively a light isotope of hydrogen
Despite the large isotopic mass ratio,mMu /mH51/9, muo-
nium mimics hydrogen rather faithfully in its chemical an
electrical interactions with the lattice.2,3

The recent discovery4–6 that muons implanted into sev
eral semiconductors of the II–VI family form shallow don
states was surprising in that investigations conducted o
three decades had invariably found muonium to create st
lying deep in the semiconducting gap. These deep state
known for Si, Ge, many III–Vs and indeed some II–VI com
pounds, e.g., ZnS and ZnSe. Experiments on muonium
ZnO5 were made in direct response to theoretical wo7

which predicted that hydrogen should form shallow cent
in this material. This result has recently been explicitly co
firmed for hydrogen by ENDOR~electron-nuclear double
resonance spectroscopy!.8

The implications for the control of hydrogen as a dopa
become particularly topical as these materials are develo
for photovoltaic and optoelectronic application. It is, the
fore, of importance to understand why hydrogen, and ind

a!Electronic mail: ead1@le.ac.uk
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other dopants, form extended shallow centers in some se
conductors but compact deep-level centers in others an
possible, to find criteria for predicting the behavior. We a
accumulating evidence that among potentially relevant pr
erties, the depth of the conduction-band minimum below
vacuum level may be a significant parameter. This inform
tion is illustrated as a band offset diagram for selected III
and II–VI materials in Fig. 1.9 Rather than use experiment
electron affinities, which are sensitive to surface conditio
we use natural band offsets as calculated from first-princip
calculations10 to line up the band structures.

We now appeal to an observation that, for those mat
als where it is known, the Fermi level at which H1 and H2

defect centers have equal formation probability falls
closely similar depths, again referred to the vacuum leve11

For simplicity it is drawn as a constant level for all the m
terials of Fig. 1. Where this1/2 level falls within the for-
bidden gap, hydrogen and muonium show deep-level amp
teric behavior. In contrast, where the level intersects

FIG. 1. Approximate position of the hydrogen1/2 defect level for the
III–V nitrides along with ZnO and ZnSe, within a band-lineup model. Sh
low donor states are predicted for H and Mu when this level lies above
conduction-band minimum, as for ZnO and InN.
© 2003 American Institute of Physics
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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conduction band, it is resonant with band states and the e
tron falls to the conduction-band minimum. This is precise
the condition for weak binding in a classic shallow don
state, i.e., in a greatly dilated hydrogenic orbital determin
by electron effective mass and bulk dielectric constant.

Figure 1 implies that, among the II–VIs, for exampl
the hydrogen1/2 level is deep in the gap for ZnSe bu
resonant with the conduction band for ZnO. This is su
ported by explicit density functional calculations for the
two materials12 and fully borne out by muonium exper
ments. Within the group-III nitrides, the prediction of Fig.
of shallow-donor behavior in InN and contrasting deep-le
amphoteric behavior in GaN and AlN is likewise explicit
the results of density functional calculations.13 In this letter
we report experimental confirmation for the existence o
shallow donor state associated with muonium in InN, s
porting the prediction of the band-offset model and theor

Figure 2 shows the frequency spectrum for muon s
precession in InN obtained at the ISIS pulsed muon sou
using high-purity powder from Alfa Aesar. The spectru
shown here is the frequency transform, plotted in effect
field units, of a raw precession signal obtained by
maximum-entropy method. Its unusual line shape and ove
width cannot be accounted for solely by dipolar interactio
between the muon and adjacent nuclei: the presence
small but significant Fermi contact interaction, i.e., an el
tronic contribution, is revealed by deconvolving the spe
trum into a dominant central line together with a pair
symmetrically positioned satellites. The central line cor
sponds to the Larmor precession of those muons that h
not captured an electron, whereas the satellite lines co
spond to muonium centers, i.e., to muons that have boun
unpaired electron on thermalization. In effect, the hyperfi
coupling field either adds to or substracts from the extern
applied field, depending on whether the electron is spin u
spin down. The satellite splitting is thus a direct measure
the muonium hyperfine constant; yieldingA592 kHz, a
value that is essentially constant for all temperatures wh
the satellites are discernible.

Figure 3~a! shows the variation of relative amplitude

FIG. 2. Muon spin rotation spectrum for InN at 4.5 K in an applied field
10.1 mT obtained from time-domain data by a maximum entropy meth
Satellite lines represent the Mu0 state of a shallow donor; the 0.68 m
splitting translates to a hyperfine constant of 92 kHz.
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with temperature through the ionization regime. The cu
marked Mu1 is related to the amplitude of the central lin
representing the diamagnetic or dissociated fraction;
curve marked Mu0 corresponds to the sum of the two sate
lite amplitudes representing the undissociated or neu
paramagnetic fraction. As the temperature increases, the
tral line grows at the expense of the satellites, with the to
remaining essentially constant. An Arrhenius plot@Fig. 3~b!#
of the amplitude changes during ionization yields
asymptotic activation energy ofEi.12 meV.

The experimentally determined hyperfine constant of
kHz is a measure of unpaired electron spin density at
muon. In the hypothesis of an isotropic hydrogenic cen
this Fermi contact interaction varies as the inverse cube
the effective Bohr radius, i.e., loosely speaking, as the
verse volume of the electron orbital. Scaling from fr
atomic muonium in its 1S ground state, for which the hyper
fine constant is some four orders of magnitude higher at
GHz,2 we obtain an effective Bohr radius for the extend
state in InN ofa* 5a03(4.5 GHz/92 kHz)1/351.9 nm.

The results are strongly suggestive of a classic effect
mass shallow donor, the reduction in binding energy a
dilation of the orbital being due to the dielectric screening
the defect charge and the low effective mass for elect
orbitals constructed of conduction-band states. In the us
notation and approximations, and takingm* 50.12me and
e59.1 for InN,14 the expectations of this model areR*
5R0(m* /me)/e

2520 meV anda* 5a0e/(m* /me)54 nm.
The agreement to within a factor of 2 between our resu
and these estimates, for both parameters, is certainly as
as can be expected in the simplistic effective-mass mode

A pattern is beginning to emerge for the formation
deep and shallow states of interstitial hydrogen in III–V a
II–VI compound semiconductors. In the II–VIs, the proble
is exemplified by the predicted contrast between deep-le
amphoteric behavior in ZnSe and shallow-donor behavio
ZnO.12 In the III–Vs it is illustrated by a similar contras
between GaN or AlN and InN.13 The theoretical predictions
for hydrogen states are substantially borne out by our exp
mental studies of their muonium counterparts.15

The implication of the results of the present work is th
hydrogen is a likely source ofn-type conductivity in InN. Of
interest also is whether, and over what composition ran

.

FIG. 3. Results of time-domain fits to the muon spin rotation data:~a!
temperature dependent amplitudes of the Mu0 and Mu1 signals, and~b! an
Arrhenius plot of the amplitude changes across the ionization region.
 license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/aplo/aplcr.jsp
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this shallow state persists when InN is alloyed with oth
nitrides for device application. Certainly the important co
sequence of the present experimental results, and their
roboration of theoretical predictions, is that hydrogen m
be added to the list of potential dopants in these materia
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